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COMPANY PROFILE

SMART ARTS JEWELLERY
OUR STRENGTHS
Exceptional Craftsmanship

“A thing of beauty is a joy forever:
Its loveliness increases; it will
never Pass into nothingness”
John Keats

Radiant Fancy Shaped Diamonds
Lustrous Precious Stones
Unique Designs

IN NUMBERS

1999
The beginning of our
jewellery manfuacturing

30
countries we ship to

INTRODUCTION
Inspired by these words, Smart Arts Jewellery creates
exquisitely crafted, beautiful, and unique fine jewellery using
high quality diamonds, emeralds, rubies and sapphires since

250
worldwide customers

1999.
Our clients Include Jewelry Brands, Retailers, Distributors and
Private Labels located across 30 countries. All of our
customers share a close relationship based on mutual trust
with our family owned business. We work on both an OEM
and ODM basis with our clients, and ensure that we fulfil all

6
international trade shows

their requirements.

SMART ARTS JEWELLERY

Exceptional Craftsmanship

IN NUMBERS

60

CREATION
Carried out by true artisans in the craft of jewellery making, all

craftsmen

trained to our exacting standards, we create stunning,
exceptional pieces that deliver timeless beauty. We cherish
delicate, soft and gentle jewellery that flows gracefully –
capturing and transforming light.

12

The complexity of our designs demand intense attention to
detail. Our stone setting and quality control are meticulously
carried out under microscopes. With a deep understanding of

average length of service

gemstones, and masterful hand joining expertise that ensures
joins are virtually invisible, we create exquisite pieces of elegance
and charm.
With the advance in technology we combine CAD/CAM and 3D
printing with the traditional art of hand-joined jewellery.
Our

commitment

to

achieving

the

highest

quality

in

manufacturing means out team carefully determines the method

100+
bespoke high jewellery
pieces made per year

of joining required between baskets - depending on the size and
shape of the stones set, and the flow of the design. This allows
us to bring each piece of jewellery to life.
To ensure all the nuances of the design are covered, prototyping
-through CAD, 3D printing and silver models - is used.

5,000
pieces produced yearly
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SMART ARTS JEWELLERY

Fancy Shaped Diamonds
Our love for jewellery began with Diamonds.
Since 1985, we have been trading and
manufacturing diamonds. We produce several
thousands of carats of fancy shape diamonds
every month in Thailand and India.

Our appreciation of precision diamond cutting allows us to select
only the finest fancy shapes - particularly those that must meet
exacting sizes.
We

do

not

only

manufacture

diamonds

for

our

own

requirements, but also supply fancy shape diamonds to more
than 250 customers world wide. With a substantial stock of fancy
shape diamonds, we have an extremely strong platform for jewellery
production. Also, to ensure the flow of the designs are maintained,
we recut stones inhouse.
We only use 100% natural diamonds in our jewellery. To ensure this
jour factory is equipped with lab-grown/synthetic diamond detection
equipment.

SMART ARTS JEWELLERY

Lustrous Precious Stones
The deep, lustrous hues of precious
coloured stones have always fascinated us.

All our colour stones are sourced in Bangkok. Top quality, natural,
precious gemstones are selected by a well trained team of assorters,
and this process is personally overseen by our Managing Director.
To ensure even makes, colour and brilliance, 30%-40% of our stones
are recut in our factory.
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SMART ARTS JEWELLERY

Unique designs
“Hope lies in dreams, in imagination, and in
the courage of those who dare to make dreams
into reality”

120
combined years of
experience in jewellery
design

IN NUMBERS

4
creative designers
IMAGINATION
We love to travel – it is on these sojourns, and in the natural
beauty, culture and art we observe, that we have found the
inspiration for the Smart Arts collections of fine jewellery. A

4

dappled leaf about to tumble in an Autumn breeze; the gossamer
wing of a mesmerizing butterfly; the vibrant crest of a tropical

CAD designers

sunbird…all are images and sensations that have inspired us to
create unique, imaginative jewellery from the vibrant hues of
precious diamonds, rubies, sapphires and emeralds.
It has been said that creativity is only limited by our imagination;
…and imagination is infinite!

3
CAD softwares

DESIGN
Sharing our inspirations, our talented in-house artists channel
ideas on to paper.
Accomplished highly trained CAD specialists push the technical
boundaries of design, using the latest technology, to create
computer models of our ideas – further transforming our

2
ultra HD 3D printers

designs into reality.
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SMART ARTS JEWELLERY

The Couture Show
(Wynn, Las Vegas, USA)

International Trade Shows
You will be able to view our latest collections on the
major shows of each continent.

Vicenzaoro
January (Italy)

Doha Jewellery & Watch
Exhibition (Qatar)

Hong Kong
-September:
International Premier Pavillon
-March: Grand Hall

Centurion show
(USA)
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Beyond the Craft
Seamless communication world wide
(Zoom, google meet, whatsapp, email....)
Strong IPP, Intellectual Property Protection
(All staff are bound to NDAs, we have NDAs will all our brand
customers worldwide)
Your long term Design & Manufacturing Partner
(work consistency, Reliability, Trustworthy, Price Competitive)

SMART ARTS JEWELLERY

Tel. +6622381268
Shrey@SmartArtsJewellery.com
Bruno@SmartArtsJewellery.com
322/24-25, Surawong Wattanakarn bld 14th Fl.,

SMART ARTS KEY
TAKEAWAYS

1-stop service from

Surawong Road, Sipraya, Bangkok, 10500

design to

THAILAND

manufacturing
In-house Creative &
CAD design team
Integrated diamond
cutting and lapidary
Fancy shape
diamond specialists
RJC, Kimberley
process and inhouse CVD machine
(diamond tested
before & after setting)
QC at every
manufacturing
stages
Thin and detailed
gold finish
Inner polishing after
filing
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